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Waiting for the Assistant PR Manager to Calm Down Since 1920

October 24, 2002

The Good Doctor: Patch Adams
Nick l-.liiu's
Staff Writer

On Wednesday, Hunter "Patch"
Adams brought a circus to
Longwood's campus, clowning
and sharing his views with students, faculty, and staff throughout the day.
Patch started the day discussing the principles of clowning and the importance of having
passion with students in the
Jarman auditorium.
In the audience were students
from the Buford School, licensed
practical nursing students from
Southside Community College,
and Southside regional governor's
school students along with
Longwood freshmen.
"The clowning started out as a
way of life for me, when I finished my homework I just started
goofing off," explained Adams.
"But that passion has led me to
the very core of all of the important things in my life."
Patch Adams stressed the

importance of truly understanding what passions really are.
"Passions aren't about your
position in life," he explained.
"Passions aren't about how
much money you make. Passions
are about waking up in the morning loving who you are, loving
that you are in this life, and doing
the things that are valuable to
you."
Patch was joined in the discussion by his partner Susan Parenti,
who warned against the increasing danger of apathy in today's
culture.
"The people in this world who
have apathetic attitudes are actually our opponents if we plan on
being a wanting, passioned society," expounded Susan.
She went on to explain one of
her student's theories that, "apathy is leading to the creation of a
death class in which people are
less important or superfluous."
"College is not about figuring
out what you are going to do for

the rest of your lives," cautioned
Adams, during the question and
answer period.
"College is about learning cntlcal thinking skills," adds Adams.
"To find out what you want to
be, take classes in every single
interest that you have. Look for
the students who look hungry for
knowledge, and have lunch with
them. Ask questions. Look for
your passion in every single interest that you have."
One nursing student in the
audience summed up the discussion, "When someone lives their
passions they do not have to
make up excuses for their actions,
because they are being true to
themselves, and their actions are
genuine."
After the discussion Patch
Adams was available to answer
additional questions and sign
books.
During the afternoon Patch
See PATCH p.4

President Cormier Speaks Out on Budget Cuts
Nick Elmes
Staff Writer

On Tuesday, October 15,
Governor
Mark
Warner
announced the latest statewide
budget cuts.
These cuts are the result of a
$3.8 billion shortfall in the states
budget aggravated by an expected
$1.5 billion shortfall in revenue
this year.
The recent cuts will reduce
budget spending by $850 million
dollars, resulting in lay offs in
state agencies, reduced hours of
operations for DMV offices,
ABC stores, and state funded
museums and libraries, and a
statewide reduction of funding
for higher education.
The higher education cuts
ranged from 7.5%-12% for the
current fiscal year, and 8.8%-14%
in the 2003-2004 fiscal year.
On Tuesday October 22, dur-

ing an open forum SGA meeting
in the Lankford Student Union,
President Cormier addressed how
these
cuts
would
affect
Longwood University.
Due to the high percentage of
in-state students at Longwood,
the University is dealing with
reductions close to the bottom
range for both years.
In addition to the $260,580 in
reductions that the University
prepaid last year, Longwood now
has an 8.9% reduction in the
budget for the current fiscal year.
This means that the University
will be operating on $1,350,539
less than expected for this year.
For the 2004 fiscal year,
Longwood's reduction increases
to 10.6% resulting in a $1,877,861
decrease in state funding. The
administration has worked hard
to lessen the effects these budget
cuts will have on everyday life at
Longwood.

Dr. Patch Adams visited Farmville area nursing homes
dressed as a clown to brighten, the day for many senior
citizens.

"We have deliberated and
worked under the following principles," explained Cormier. "We
will preserve all full-time faculty
and are supporting all current
adjuncts. We are canceling no

President Cormier speaks to
students about the effects of
the budget cuts.
See BUDGET p.4

Delta Zeta Celebrates Tkeir Centennial
Liz Richards

their centennial.
The light post, which will be
The Epsilon Tau chapter of placed in front of Stubbs, is part
Delta Zeta sorority is celebrating of a nationwide project that
their centennial anniversary. began over a year ago.
Founded on Miami University's
Each Delta Zeta chapter across
campus in Oxford, Ohio in 1902, the country will be donating a gift
the sorority has grown to 156 to their college or university in retchapters internationally.
rospect of the past one hundred
With 180,000 alumnae and col- years.
legiate members, Delta Zeta has
The initiation of the chapter's
it's own foundation, a non-profit six new members, this Friday, will
organization that gives out vari- be one of the last events of the
ous scholarships and makes entire centennial celebration,
donations to various organiza- along with an Alumni Ball this
tions.
Sunday, which takes place in the
Throughout the month of Grand Dining Hall.
October, the Epsilon Tau chapter
"I find [initiation] to be a very
has been studying, in depth, the inspirational moment to remind
history of Delta Zeta. Thursday, us and ensure us that the next one
October 24, is the sororities hundred years will be as great as
Founder's Day, in which they the first," said senior. Amber
honor their six founding women, Eavers, the President of Delta
and their national founding date. Zeta.
The chapter announced that it
For any further information,
would be donating a light post to the Epsilon Tau chapter at P.O.
Longwood University in honor of Box 3000.
Assistant Editor
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^±^T^Z^Z At War Witli Ourselves
As I sit here
and work on
yet another
edition
of
The Rotunda,

I am doing
what most of
you
are
probably
doing as well: watching the 24hour news programs on television.
Once again, the nation is riveted to the television as a national
crisis has captured our attention
with the sniper shootings in
Virginia and Maryland.
I've grown up with CNN,
thanks to the marketing genius of
Ted Turner.
My mom had the TV turned on
in our house during the Challenger
explosion, the entire Gulf War,
and any random hurricanes that
were headed our way to the
Peninsula (okay, so she's a weather
freak).
These events have me thinking
about the role of the media in

society, and I have lots of ques
tions, many of which will probably be debated for the rest of civilization.
What is the duty of the media
to the public?
When, if ever, should the media
withhold information in order to
help the police do their job?
When does a proliferation of
information become disinformation and a disservice to the public?
How many times can a person
watch the ticker on CNN and realize that the same things are being
said over and over?
Still, I suppose that 24-hour
news is here to stay, and I will
probably always park myself in
front of the television when
there's a story that I want to
watch.
Otherwise, I think I'll stick to
Genera/ Hospital.

Dawn Kanehl

Editor-in-Chief
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Staff Writer

Iraq has got to go down. America
has its reasbns for going in there,
and it's only a matter of time
before a bad situation turns critical and terrorism gets out of control or they use a nuclear weapon.
If is this kind of language and
statement sounds familiar, that is
because it's the kind of mindless
political non-talk that has been
thrown around in the media by
politicians on both sides of the
party lines.
Did you find yourself agreeing
with the aforementioned statement?
It's hard not to, but really, what
does it tell you about what is
going on in the Middle East?
When politicians are saying
things like "the regime has to
change," and "it's only a matter of
time," what do they even mean?
Do these politicians want to institute a democracy? Is that what
the people even want?
Why shouldn't we demand of
our decision-makers that they
attempt to understand the people
of Iraq before we destroy their
way of life for the past 2,000
years?
How would anyone here know
what they want or even what's
good for them? In fact, how do
we as a nation even know that
anything that they are saying is
reliable information or that they
are acting in our best interests?
In the end, it really comes
down to whether or not we can
trust our government, in this case
the Bush Administration.
While there is almost never
something that you can prove
one way or another conclusively
without in-depth investigation,
I want to posit a series of
appaiendy benign events that

form a pattern and let you decide
for yourself.
About 6-9 months ago there
was a big stink in the news about
the potential tariffs that the Bush
Administration was considering
on the steel and timber industries.
Issue number one was the fact
that America had signed the
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, which states that the
world as a whole will try to help
advance economic process by
eliminating tanffs and quotas.
Academic economic policy is
dear on this issue, and that is that
tariffs are bad for the American
people and are bad for the countries importing the goods.
Bush's economic advisors
understand this, and with an education from Yale, so does he. The
bottom line is that he caved in
and pandered to his political contributing constituents in big business.
The second issue is what's
going on with the Department of
Homeland Security. The bill is
stalled in the Senate because the
Bush
Administration will not allow
the new members of the
Department to have the collective
bargaining and union powers that
they now have in their current
positions.
To use an example, Bush wants
to have the supreme power to
take a member of an existing
organization who is a member of
a labor union and throw them
into a new department without
any of the previous rights or privileges he had as a member of the
union.
So here we have an issue where
he will choose to either make a
decision for a political reason or a
decision to hdp the people of
America. Notice a pattern emerging?

The final issue, and die most
important, is the war with Iraq.
What do we really know about
what is going on over there?
Basically, we have a dictator
who is evil. Did you know that it
was the United States that put him
in power during the Cold War?
We have the Iraqi people, who
are poor as dirt and whose conditions have worsened after the U.
N. sanctions.
We have a host of other Arab
countries around Iraq who are
against war. We also have a United
Nations who has yet to endorse
support for military action.
However,
the
Bush
Administration thinks that war is
the only option.
When was the last time
weapons inspectors were in Iraq?
Is there anyone saying that there is
conclusive evidence that Iraq has
weapons of mass destruction?
In fact the CIA just released a
report to Congress saying that
there was no such evidence.
Do we have the support of the
U. N.? Why is it wrong for Iraq to
invade Kuwait and go against
what the U. N. wanted, but it is ok
for us to invade Iraq and ignore
the opinion of the rest of the
international community?
Do you think it has anything to
do with the massive oil reserves in
Kuwait and our ridiculous adherence to fossil fuels?
Do you think it has anything to
do with the upcoming November
elections?
Really it all comes down to
whether or not you trust the Bush
Adiriinistration. Given the current
track record I think that's up for
serious debate.
Want to talk about it? E-mail
me at LUStudentActivist@hotmail.com and tell me what you
think. I promise I will get back to
you.

Students, Faculty, and StaffThe Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is
published weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam
periods) and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville,
VA.
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must
be received by nine p.m. the Sunday pnor to the next Thursday's pub
lication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and
telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not
appear on the published letter must request so in writing.
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity employer and is looking for people
who are interested in wnting or layout. We currendy have positions available
and ask anyone who is interested to come to our meetings, Mondays at 9:15
p.m.

Do you want your voice heard?
Do you feel frustrated by changes at Longwood?
Do you feel like the administration isn't listening to you?
Here's your chance to be heard directly by Dr. Cormier, Longwood University's
PresidentI
The Rotunda is opening lines of communication between those who have questions and
those who can answer them!
If you have any concerns regarding Longwood, please email us at
Rotunda.longwood.edu. V\fe will take the most frequent questions, and Dr. Cormier will
publish a reply in The Rotunda.

Obinion
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Speakout
"If yftuVe |ot mad,, pouTe
Louie naupaytig
ndt/ayjig bttqntio
cmer
The- "ActVvLit" iy your outlet for battling- social/ injustice' and/ thingy that iuch.
Thiy iy your your chances to- do something' about societal evdy, in&teads of just
whivUng- about the*w. So- Speak up and/ act up. 'because', if you! re- not mad/, you're/
notpaying-attention/. E-marf/AcfwLitideayto-rotunda@longwood/.edu<.

Somebody s Got To Do It
I am a card-carrying member of
the American Civil Liberties
Union.
Yes, the same crazy liberals
who defended American Nazis'
right to march on a Jewish town.
The same crazy liberals who have
defended many of the rights
Americans would like to abridge
out of matters of convenience.
I guess because I've joined this
organization, I might as well walk
around with a shirt that proclaims
I am a "crazy-pinko-commie-bastard."
The funny thing is I don't see
the problem with that.
We look back at Joe McCarthy
and the red scare as a horrible
time in American politics where
many people were treated badly
because they were suspected of
treason.
The sad part is that even after
McCarthy's personal crusade
ended, American politics never
really got back to normal.
It seems now we've returned to
the red scare with a much more
PC face.
Michael Smith, a Longwood
student, has written an excellent
article questioning the reasons for
going to war with Iraq.
Unfortunately, his voice is only
heard here at Longwood.
The United States Congress
and Senate have passed a resolution that gives President Bush
almost unlimited power to wage
war with Iraq after a diplomatic
solution has failed; however, our
Secretary of State, Colin Powell,
has already endorsed war.
I don't understand how a
diplomatic solution is possible
when even our diplomats publicly
endorse war as a solution.
For me, I lost confidence in
this administration when they
waltzed into the White House
without a majority of the
American vote and decided to
force their conservative agenda
on a nation that had soundly
rejected that agenda.

But then I look a little deeper and I realize that the nation
had not rejected that agenda;
instead, they had accepted it
from the more politically correct Democratic Party.
Looking at the debates about
the resolutions concerning war
with Iraq I can see that this
characterization is correct.
Instead of an honest debate
where both sides voiced different opinions and came to a
compromise (which is the
model I was presented in high
school as the best way to govern) we've got a lot of people
sitting around arguing semantics and figuring out how to
agree in the most politically
expedient way.
It started back in the 80s.
Somewhere along the line "liberal" became a bad word.
Nobody wanted to be called a
liberal.
The problem is that calling
someone a conservative doesn't
mean anything without the idea
of liberalism.
So politics has come down to
two centrist leaning parties with
little or no interest in voter's
opinions and a lot more interest
in making sure that corporations or people who already
have power are served best.
The peons on the ground
floor can't figure out who to
vote for because both sides are
the greater evil.
I don't know what the solution is. Many people advocate a
third party; an organization that
serves not so much as a viable
party, but as a spoiler to both
sides.
I can see the logic in their
position.
A
smaller organization
would be able to maintain ideological fervor because their
smaller numbers would allow
them to be more radical; however, I also see that the majority
of people I come in contact

with aren't all that radical.
In fact, most people don't care
about politics. That's kind of a sad
state of affairs, especially considering I'm a college student.
As college students and as "citizen leaders" politics are an important part of our lives.
Those of us who become teachers will get our budgets from politicians, as will our future public servants and military members.
Those who go into business will
be regulated by the government and
taxed by the government.
One governmental official or
another will someday touch each of
our lives; however, the great majority of students I speak to disdain politics in general and political commentary specifically.
I've tried to think why and the
only reason I can come up with is
that politics has always been made
to look boring.
The debates and ideas that form
our government's policy have lost
the rhetorical flair of the past and
now look like two people reading
grocery lists.
Politics has become less compelling, which I can only assume is
because they want us not to listen.
It serves a politician's interests for
us only to get interested once every
couple of years or so.
When an election comes up, they
can use their considerable power to
muddy the issues and distract us
with flashy advertisements.
If we all made it a priority to keep
tabs on our elected officials, they'd
have to serve us rather than the special interests because each decision
they made against our will would
come back to haunt them at election
rime.
The resources are there. You
don't have a choice about political
involvement.
Whatever you do the government
will involve itself in your life.
Only through taking a stand and
fighting for it can you determine the
terms under which that involvement
will take place.

Have you changed your daily routine because of
the D.C. area sniper?
"The sniper has not affected my daily life as such; he
has, however, created an
atmosphere of fear both
on campus and in my
hometown. Personally, I am
not fearful for my life, but I
do regret the extensive and
senseless loss of life."
~ Matthew C. Jackson
Freshman

"No, not really."
-Jennifer Smith
Junior

"No. It crosses my mind, but I
don't let it influence what I
do."
~Myra Andrews
Senior

PROPS AND DROPS
PrPp$
♦To chocolate chip pancake breakfasts with your closest
friends
♦To finally having next semester's schedule posted online
♦To Dr. Cormier for addressing budget cuts
♦To another successful, fun Midnight Madness
♦To Patch Adams for his inspirational speech

Drops
-To Fall Break being over
•To the mid-semester slump that has everyone tired and
cranky
-To having to ask, 'Where is this going?"

News
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PATCH cont'd p.l
Adams joined therapeutic recreation and theater students, along
with area residents, in a trip to
bring fun and care to the
Brookview Holly Manor retirement home.
At the nursing home, some
students sang and danced with
the residents, while others first
clowned with, and then listened
to quieter patients.
During this Patch interacted
with the residents, spending at

least ten minutes of quality time
with each person he talked to.
Afterward, students discussed
their experiences with Patch
Adams, Susan Parenti, and
Longwood's Ellen Masters.
"I had a great time playing with
the residents," said one student.
"We laughed together and
cried together. It was a wonderful
and unique experience spending
time to make people I didn't
know happier."
During a late afternoon press
conference. Patch discussed the

reduced technology service and
BUDGET cont'd p.l
classes. We will cut no academic support, fewer copying machines
on campus, and efforts to
programs.
"We have made no cuts that decrease utility costs.
In an attempt to offset the
will affect safety and security on
campus. The budget cuts will not budget cuts tuition will be
extend the time needed to gradu- increased for the spring semester.
"We don't want to have to pass
ate from Longwood."
Unfortunately, the magnitude these costs on to the students,"
of budget cuts will have some claimed Cormier. "The problem
we have is that if we don't take
"ghastly" effects on Longwood.
The reduction of state funding tuition up in the spring we are
has forced the elimination of 13 going to have to curtail more
full rime equivalent positions services.
"I don't want to affect college
either through attrition or lay offs.
Additionally, 17 permanent work-study. I don't want to affect
wage employees will be laid off, computer labs. I don't want to
the majority coming from non- take away those services that I
faculty
positions
in
the feel are an essential part of your
education."
President's and Provost's offices.
On November 7, the president
Longwood's 16 graduate assistants will also be affected, losing plans on asking the Board of
their stipend for the spring Visitors to increase in-state
semester, and facing an elimina- tuition for the spring semester by
20-30%. This means tuition
tion of the program next year.
Overall, the budget cuts would increase by $269 to $322.
The administration plans on
announced on October 15 will
result in the elimination of 8% of putting aside some of these funds
to help those students who might
Longwood's total workforce.
Despite the reduction in staff, not be able to come up with the
Longwood's budget will still be increased tuition.
Even with the increase, tuition
short $550,000 this year and
1687,000 next year, resulting in will still be less that the $2600
fewer
library
acquisitions, asked for in 1996.

status of the Gesundheit institute, his experimental hospital
project.
"We are hoping to start building the actual hospital in the project's 33 year, next year. We have
a piece of land and three buildings at this point."
During the evening. Patch
Adams hosted another discussion
in the Jarman Auditorium, open
to all students and local residents.
Patch finished the day, sharing
another of his passions, reciting
poetry in the Java Hut.

October 24, 2002

Construction Updates
Dr. Frank Moore
Construction Committti Chair

The state of Virginia still faces
a $1.5 billion shortfall that will be
addressed when the General
Assembly goes into session in
January.
"Since there has been no mention of increasing taxes to help
offset the shortfall, we can only
assume that there will be additional budget cuts," warns
Cormier.
"We need a different revenue
stream to fund higher education.
Don't hesitate to e-mail your local
legislators and voice your point of
view," encouraged Cormier.
The
administration
also
encourages students to be judicious with their use of consumable items on campus
If students can try to use less
water, electricity, bandwidth, and
paper then it will help the col-

This is the first in a regular series
of columns to keep the campus
community informed about construction at the University. If you
stroll along High Street, you will
see that the steel structure of
Grainger is almost complete.
Work is progressing on the
installation of the steel decking
on each floor before pouring the
concrete. The work on the
Grainger steam tunnel and the
utilities being installed behind
Blackwell and between Blackwell
and South Ruffner Hall will continue through this month.
The work around Lankford
continues. During Fall break the
connections were made to the
town water lines and to the
Longwood steam system.
This resulted in some buildings
having an interruption in water
service and hot water.
The construction of the garage
also forced the relocation of telephone and data lines.
These lines have been rerouted
and splicing will occur over the
next two weeks.
Bids from contractors for the
next phase of the Brock
Commons project are due on

lege's budget.
Students are also encouraged
to refrain from using open windows as a form of temperature
control during the winter months.
President Cormier stressed
that Longwood has persevered
for 163 years, and with today's
exceptional students, it will survive now, despite the difficult
financial problems.

November 7.
Work on the parking garage
will begin during Christmas break
and will be in progress all during
Spring semester.
The project to put a new roof
on Lankford has begun. There
should not be any major impact
on the building occupants from
the roof work. This project will
last about six weeks.

A portion of the construction
fence between the library and the
gym was recently removed, allowing pedestrian traffic to move
more conveniently across Pine St.
in that vicinity.
The fences will be put back as
they were during Chnstmas break
when the next phase of the Brock
Commons project begins.
Please consult the Longwood
University
web
site
(http: / / www.longwood edu/contruction) for continuing coverage
on the construction on campus.
If you have any questions that you
would like to see answered in this
column, please e-mail the
Construction Communications
Committee at brockcom@longwood.edu.

After
Grainger's
steel
structure is complete, the
steel decking will be added
and then concrete will be
poured.

Longwood Author Series: Alice Frimari
Kim Kuehn
Staff Writer
Longwood welcomed
Alice
Friman at Wygal auditorium
Wednesday October 16.
Having grown up in New York
City she crossed many barriers,
which gave her the strength to go
back to school and receive her
master's degree class by class.
From her 8 collections of
poetry, including her recent Zoo
and Inverted Fin, Alice read a compilation of 15 poems, which told

her audience the story of her life.
Due to the size of the audience
in the theater, Alice had the
opportunity to get more personal
about what the poems meant in
her life. In a poem with the name
"Dust" Alice described what your
job should be like.
She said, "Fly to Rio, Take a
cruise, Dust follows." From there
she read poetry about love,
friendship, tragedies, and death.
In a poem titled, "The Wish,"
Alice spoke of a friend who was

"in love with love," she said.
Through this piece her friend
moved from lover to lover in
hopes of finding her soul mate.
Sadly Alice met tragedy after
tragedy. To help herself cope
with the tragedies that occurred
on 9/11, Alice wrote about it in a
poem called "Shattering."
She said that during the days of
the chaos, images raced through
her head, and after not being able
to sleep for days she wrote this
poem that in the end brought her

some peace.
Time and again throughout
this hour-long presentation Alice
brought up her father.
After not speaking to her
father for nearly 50 years, they
reunited before his death.
She was able to sit at his bedside and hold his hand in his last
moments and after his death she
found herself not being able to
write about anything besides
death.
In a poem titled, "Ghost

Story," she was reminded that his
last words to her were "rotten
daughter" and that was when all
he did was stick his tongue out at
her.
Finally, the last poem was titled
"Final Instructions" to her husband, Bruce, just to let him know
that she wants "to be buried with
sweet potatoes."
Through this hour-long poetry
reading, Alice revealed many characteristics of herself in an inspiring yet comical atmosphere.

Features
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Tina Harris: Bringing Smiles to tke Dining Hall
Nick Elmes
Staff Writer
Continuing its effort to recognize
non-academic staff essential to
the Longwood community. The
Rotunda recendy spoke with Tina
Harris, service manager for ARAMARK dining services.
Harris, a Farmville native, has
worked for the University for
over twenty years. The dining
facilities were very different when
she first started working in 1970.
"1 started out as a service attendant in the lower dining hall,"
Harns explains.
At that time we had seated,
family style meals instead of a
cafetcna. It was really nice."
In 1973 Harns left the college
to work for a local community
action agency.
Since returning to Longwood
in 1984, Harris has worked her
way through the ranks from
cashier, to head cashier, to c board operator, to her current
position as service manager.
Harns has seen a lot of
changes in her time at Longwood.
"1 live on the 500 block of

"At that time, I was president
of the NAACP youth council,
and we did nonviolent protests
in the town of Farmville,"
remembers Harns.
We walked picket lines,
protesting not having an education. Fortunately there were no
violent incidents.
We just wanted to protest the
closing of the schools and how

much we needed an education."
Eventually, in 1961, Harns had
to go to Chesapeake, V'A in order
to continue her schooling, finally
graduating from Morton High
School in 1965
Despite all of her efforts, this

Griffin Boulevard, and when I experience made it impossible for
first started, there were houses Harns to achieve her life's goal.
"I always wanted to be a
from where I live, all the way
across the hill, over to High teacher, and I really feel that if
Street. Now there are only dormi- the schools had not closed in '59
I would have finished, but by the
tories there."
Harris has also experienced time I got to college it was too
dramatic social change in her life- late in my life to do that."
Luckily, working for ARAtime.
When she was in 7th grade in MARK allows Harris to interact
1959, the board of supervisors and share her experiences with
for Prince Edward County decid- many of Longwood's students.
"The students make your day
ed to not appropriate funds for
here,"
according to Harris. "I've
public education, affecting about
seen
them
come and go. I've been
1,700 students.
Retired and unemployed teach- here when they come in as freshers volunteered to offer classes, men, and seen them go out as
called "crash" programs, in writ- seniors.
There is always someone who
ing, reading, and anthmetic at
you
can help. When I feel like I've
local churches.

Sure if's hard to
done something to help them, wheh'your suitemi
lateis"
then I know I've done my job.
his music at two in
I always try to tell students ing, or if you are woken-from
that I come in contact with to slumber by the sound dfsthe
stay in school and get an educa- train passing through town.
tion - an education means a lot."
There are times when people
And, apparently, so does find it hard to sleep, but for
Harris. Not only has she fre- others, it is a chronic disorder
quently been spirit leader for that keeps them awake night
Oktoberfest, she also recently after night.
won the Citizen Leader Award.
Sleep occurs in four stages in
In 1996, when her husband addition to the rapid eye movedied, many students raised money ment (REM) stage in which we
to help her deal with the medical experience brief dreams.
bills.
The first stage is a light doze,
"That's something I will never a few minutes later begins the
forget about Longwood and the hour-long loop through stages
student body."
two and three, which eventually
Tina enjoys the opportunity to fades into the dreamless sleep
give back to the students with the of stage four.
many special events provided by
Researchers at the National
the dining hall.
Institute of Mental Health
"We do a lot of special events - believe the ideal amount of
the haunted house at Halloween, sleep most the general populaThanksgiving dinner, birthday tions is eight hours and fifteen
dinners - they are all fun," minutes; however some people
explains Harns.
can survive on less, and others
These events are made possi- may need up to ten hours.
ble through the cooperation of
Sleep disorders fall under
all of ARAMARK's management three categories: trouble falling
personnel.
asleep, trouble staying asleep,
"We work as a team, and that's and trouble staying awake.
how we survive here," emphaDifficulty falling asleep is the
sizes Harris.
most common sleep disorder.
She also stresses the impor- As if getting to sleep wasn't
tance of bringing student IDs to hard enough, there are a numthe dining hall. "The cashiers ber of problems that people
can't always remember a face, so experience which restrains
don't leave home without it," she them from staying asleep.
explains.
Sleep apnea is a sleeping dis"We as an ARAMARK team order in which the person's
are here to give the students good breathing stops and starts while
customer service. We want to do snoozing
what ever we can to help them
It can wake someone from
through the four years that they slumber many times in one
are here.
night.
And if there is a problem, or
The muscles in the throat
there is something they need, sag, which doses off the airway
then they need to find us and we for about ten seconds. What
will do what ever we can to make wakes the sleeper is the struggle
their stay at Longwood as pleas- in trying to catch their breath.
ant as possible."
A vary rare sleep disorder,

known as
pauses a
something k
legs, and thej*
to move tH.e
fall asleep.
Narcolepsy is a more widely
known disorder in which the
individual has no control over
when they fall asleep.
They can be eating, talking
or having sex when they fall
asleep.
There is no definite cause for
narcolepsy; however, some
researchers believe it be the
result of a problem with the
area of the brain that governs
sleep.
There are things you can do
to get rid of your sleep deprivation problems.
For one thing, try not to
drink too much caffeine.
The one exception to that
rule, which I will make, is exam
week, when caffeine is your
friend. Other than that, try
knocking back one cup of coffee per day, instead of five.
Create a sleep place that is
comfortable, and used only for
sleep.
^^
Avoid studying, talking on the
phone, and other vigorous
activities on your bed, which
make it hard for your body to
connect going to bed with
going to sleep.
Exercise, which promotes
sounder sleep, is another solution for those losing z's at night
However, don't exercise within three hours of bedtime
because your heart rate will still
be elevated, making it difficult
to sleep.

I

i^o^cMi
Liz Richards
Assistant Edtor

Wanted: Interest in and Copies of The Gyre
Remember the literary magazine that used to be on campus back In 1999?
Well, some Longwood students are interested In returning The Gyre to Its former glory.
If anyone Is interested in supporting The Gyre by writing for it or getting It up and running, or if anyone has an
old copy or two hanging around your room, please contact Leslie Smith at ldsmlth@longwood.edu.
All support Is helpful and
appreciated!
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26

Field Hockey

Longwood Fun Run

Women's Soccer

5K or 10 K
9 a.m.

vs. Belmont Abbey (N.C.)
Lancer Field
lp.m.

Field Hockey

Men's Soccer

@East Stroudsburg (P.A.)
lp.m.

vs. Belmont Abbey (N.C.)
Lancer Field
3 p.m.

Front Butt Band

Tales From the
Underground (Ghost
Stories)

©Philadelphia (P.A.)
3:15 p.m.

LP Movie
Barncldatity
ABC Rooms
7:30 p.m.

27

80's cover band
ABC Rooms
8 p.m.

Karaoke
JAVA Hut (4th Floor
Cunninghams)
10 p.m.

Alumni Board
Meeting
Stallard Board Room

ABC Rooms
3:45- 5 p.m.

Sign-up in Lankford
Ballroom
7:45 p.m.

Amelia Room
7:30 p.m.

Haunted Halloween
During dinner
Dining Hall

Baptist Student Union
BSU Building behind Stubbs
5:15 p.m.

Students In Free
Enterprise Meeting
Hiner101
3:30 p.m.

Take Back the Night Naval Service Warfare
Lankford Ballroom
Center, Dahlgren Division
7:30 p.m.

CrossRoads Christian
Fellowship

LP Movie:

Halloween Hayrides

S6A Meeting

28

Dr. Jim Jordan
ABC Rooms
7 p.m.

Signs
ABC Rooms
7:30 p.m.

29

October 25-31, 2002

Conducting Interviews
9 a.m.- 4 p.m.
x2063 for more info

SELL SPRING BREAK TRIPS
ALL THE FUN & ALL THE PROTECTIONS
AMERICAN EXPRESS WORLDWIDE
GUARANTEED BEST BUY
1 FREE TRIP FOR EVERY 10 PAID
OR CASH STARTING WITH FIRST BOOKING
YOU SELL - WE COLLECT PAYMENTS
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS

1-800-222-4432

ju^
v»
30

Depression Support
Group
Counseling Center
Lancaster 126
6:30- 7:30 p.m.

Women's Soccer
@Limestone (S.C.)
1 p.m.

InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship

Men's Soccer

Wynne Auditorium
8:30 p.m.

@Limestone (S.C.)
3 p.m.

Sociology, Anthropology,
and Criminal Justice Club
Wynne 123
3:30 p.m.

Unity Alliance
Charlotte Room
9 p.m.
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by Zachary Wlhide

Scorpio (Oct 23.-Nov. 21)
Happy Birtkday, Scorpio! Take advantage of your alignment in
tke House of Mars to spark your love life witk new romantic
escapades. Go pick a pumpkin, walk tkrougk tke woods, or roast
marskmallows by a lire. Take advantage of tke cold to
get_warm.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Tkis Halloween, take advantage ol your newfound sex appeal
and go to a Halloween party as a sexy milk maid or a firef igkter.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
Tke secret to uour success lies in candy corn and Halloween
Peeps. How, you ask? We can t tell you, but we know tkat you
will figure it out soon.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Stop trick or treating, already! Focus uour activities on more
adult endeavors, like kanding out tke candu for once. Do sometking productive witk uour Greek buddies tkis montk, and uou
will be surprised at tke warm fuzzy feeling uou get.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
You need to appreciate wkat uou nave, ratker tkan focus on uour wants. Consider volunteering at a local soup kitcken or working witk kids wko need a mentor.
Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)
Better watck wkat uou eat until Tkanksgiving_uou know kow Mom's stuffing goes straigkt to uour tkigks! Take advantage of campus offerings and attend a kickboxing or toning class before it's too late and cellulite kas ravaged uour body!
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
A nagging problem will soon be settled, better tkan uou are expecting. Relax, and let destiny do its work Your Saturn and Venus are in perfect alignment tkis
montk, so no matter wkat you do, it can t go wrong!
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Okay, so tke itcking tkat started over Fall Break kas not stopped Yeak, we know wkat uou were doing- better kead to tke clinic And try to bekave yourself over
Ckristmas break and do something to make Mom proud- like get a job.
Cancer(June21-Julu22)
You must confront someone before tke relationskip is damaged beyond repair. Cancers are notorious for avoiding conflict, but tkis montk you kave to bite tke bullet and realize tkat it s for tke best.
Leo(July23-Aug.22)
How do you stay so smootk? Your ckarming ways get you more places tkan a can of Mello Yello and a Rotunda Press badge. You are tke man/woman. Work it,
baby!
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)
Step away from tke Playstation and get outside! Don't let tke beautiful fall weatker pass by wkile you try to win anotker Nascar race (not tkat we re knocking
Nascar- we do go to sckool in Farmville, after all). Still, your Playstation will still be tkere in December.
Libra (Sep. 23-Oct 22)
You kaven't stuck to your budget lately and now you feel stuck Eitker look for a job or borrow money from someone you trust. Learn to buy generic and stop buying overpriced jeans at Abercrombie and Fitck! Altkougk, tke kalf-naked guys on tke bags do sort of make it wortkwkile-
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Sweet Home Alabama CliarmS Audiences Recycled Percussion to Play in Jarman
Ally son Blake
Features Editor

Romance, comedy, and a good
helping of southern hospitality.
That's right. I'm talking about
Sweet Home Alabama.

One of the newest romantic
comedies in theaters, this movie is
about Melanie Carmichael (Reese
Witherspoon), an up-and-coming
fashion designer in New York
City.
After dating for 8 months,
Melanie becomes engaged to
Andrew
Hennings
(Patrick
Dempsey), one of the most
sought after bachelors in the city,
who also happens to be the
mayor's son (Candice Bergen).
However, before Melanie can
marry him, she must settle some
things from her past, which she
left seven years before.
One of these things happens
to be the fact that she is still married to her first husband, who
refuses to sign the divorce papers.
In an effort to clear things up
quietly, Melanie sneaks off to
Alabama to demand the divorce
before the public in New York

Press Rtliase

discovers her secret.
When she first arrives, all of
Melanie's efforts are put into getting Jake 0osh Lucas) to give her
a divorce.
But when he still refuses, she
puts some of that effort into trying to deal with her past.
This effort includes telling her
parents the news of her engagement and explaining the success
of her new career.
However, she soon discovers
that no matter how hard she tnes
to put the past behind her, it is
always going to be there.
Melanie must learn to reconcile
her "old" self from Alabama with
her "new" self in New York.
Now, Melanie must choose
between Andrew, her fiance, and
Jake, her first love.
I'm not going to tell you whom
she chooses, but it is sure to both
surprise you and warm your
heart.
Reese Witherspoon truly does
a fantastic job in the movie and
has received much of the same
acclaim as she did for last year's

Going from New York fashion
designer to a southern girl from
Alabama, Witherspoon was tailormade for this roll.
Also notable in the movie was
Candice Bergen (who rekindles
her Murphy Brown political spark)
who plays the mayor of NYC and
impending mother-in-law from
hell.
She delivers a wonderfully
comical performance that had me
laughing the whole rime.
Other notable actors in the
movie include Patnck Dempsey
and Josh Lucas, who as Melanie's
siutors, provide enough character
contrast that the audience cannot
help but like both men.
Mary Kay Place, who plays
Melanie's mother, Fred Ward,
who plays Melanie's father, and
Jean Smart (Designing Women), who

plays Jakes's mother round out
the cast with witty and sometimes
stereotypical Southern charm.
Sweet Home Alabama will surely

provide audiences with laughter,
and may even bnng the more sensitive viewers a few happy tears.

successful legally Blonde.

M(M * ACAWLC0 # JAMAICA
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played with performers such as
Recycled Percussion, a group of LL Cool J, Godsmack, Staind,
four high energy percussionists and They Might Be Giants.
They have also played during
who will transform any stage
the
halftirne shows of both the
into a junkyard and assault your
San
Francisco
senses with latin,
49ers and the
african, hip hop
Utah Jazz.
and rock beats,
Recycled
will perform on
Percussion
has
Thursday, October
also
been
featured
24, 2002 at 8:00
on the television
p.m. in Jarman
shows "Crook and
Auditorium.
^^Bl
Chase,"
"Talk
Recycled tools,
Soup,"
"Chronicle,"
and
HBO.
recycled barrels, recycled baseThey have also been recogment garbage, building site leftnized
in USA Today, Chicago
overs, recycled thoughts, recyTribune,
Union Leader, and The
cled
inspirations,
recycled
Citizen
newspapers.
grooves and rhythms of the
Admission
is
free
for
planet earth is the recipe for
Recycled Percussion, a group Longwood University students;
$5.00 for faculty/staff, Non-LU
that makes music from trash.
Using everything from pots students, Senior Citizens; and
and pans to step ladders, fifty- $7.00 for the General Public
Tickets may be purchased
gallon drums and the occasional
through
the Jarman Auditorium
chainsaw. Recycled Percussion
Box
Office
(434-395-2474).
creates foot-stomping, heartStudents
must
present
a valid
pounding beats that have energized and excited audiences in Longwood University I.D. at the
over 40 states across the country. door the night of the performRecycled Percussion has ance.

^Vkk.
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Move up

PROMOTE TRIPS
AT LONGWOOD COLLEGE,
EARN CASH, GO FREE!!
CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS!!

to SUNCH4SE...
And leave TYPICAL

Student Housing behind!

T
TRAVEL

SERVICES

1.800.648.4849
www.ststravel.com

4 bedrooms/
4 full baths
Private
balconies
♦ Full size washer
& dryer

♦ Swimming Pool
♦ Fitness Center
♦ Basketball &
Volleyball Courts
♦ Kitchen
♦ Theatre

ft

mssn

392-7440 or www.8uncha8e-longwood.coiT
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Outdoor Club Tackles Gauley
Greg Tsigaridas
Gutst Writtr

On the afternoon of Friday
October 11th, nineteen members
of the Longwood Outdoor Club
including students, faculty, and
staff began the six-hour trip to
Lansing, WV.
The goal for the weekend: to
brave the Whitewater of the
Upper and Lower sections of the
Gauley River.
Rain gear and ponchos were
donned, as camp was setup in the
rain that night. A 6:30 rise-andshine the next morning brought a
hot breakfast followed by gearing
up in wetsuits, life jackets, and
helmets.
The river guide reminded the
group of the concepts that would
help keep them safe, while
explaining that undercuts and
other hazards cause the Upper
Gauley to be considered the fifth
toughest whitewater in the United
States.

They put in just below the
massive Summersville Dam and
were quickly greeted by the class
IV and 5.0 rapids. Experienced
rafters can tell you that the type
of trip you have depends on what
your guide is like.
One of the guides took an
approach with more finesseleading the group down trickier
courses while avoiding some of
the hits that "any guide could do."
Other guides in the group
directed their rafts into more
exciting areas that practically
guaranteed flipping.
In the end, most of the rafts
flipped several rimes during the
day, quickly turning riders into
swimmers. But they came
through with just a few scrapes
and bruises and countless stories.
After seven hours and almost
ten miles on the river, they
reached their takeout point and
loaded onto the bus back to
camp.
When they returned to camp,

they gathered to watch the video
shot by the kayaker who traveled
with them on the river. Cheers
and laughter filled the room as
they saw the footage of themselves running rapids like
Insignificant, Pillow Rock, Lost
Paddle, Iron Ring, and Fuzzy Box
of Kittens.
And although their "West VA
Surfing" didn't get caught on
tape, the footage of the "Bull
Riding" is well preserved for posterity.
Sunday morning they broke
camp much the same way they set
it up-in the rain. But as the trip
wound down and they drove back
to Longwood, only one question
remained: Where are those four
tougher rivers?
Looking for adventure? The
Outdoor Club welcomes all
members of the Longwood community. Meetings are held
Monday nights at 6:00 p.m. in
Lancer 208.

Women's Soccer 47-4 So Far This Season
Sports Information

Longwood University extended
its winning streak to four-straight
and six of seven overall with an
important shutout win past
nationally-ranked #8 Tusculum
fTenn.) 3-0 October 8.
Against
nationally-ranked
Tusculum, also ranked #1 in the
region, Longwood scored three
goals within a five-minute stretch
late in the first half en route to
stunning the visiting Pioneers.
Lancer
junior
Phoebe
Munson/Virginia
BeachTallwood tallied the first goal at
29:06, followed by freshman
standout
Tiffany
Gruschow/Roanoke-William
Byrd at 30:36 before freshman
April Lockley/California, Md.Leonardtown notched the third
goal at 34:06 - assisted by
Munson. Gruschow's goal was
her 10th already this season, while
Lockley's tally was her first collegiate goal.
Sophomore keeper Lindsay
Naill/Alexandria-Bishop Ireton
had four saves while recording
her sixth shutout this year.
Through
10
matches,
Longwood continues to be led in

scoring by Gruschow with her 10
goals and two assist for 22 points.
Gruschow is followed by
Munson (4g, 5a,) and freshman
Amanda
Guckian/StaffordBrooke Point (6g, la) with 13
points each.
Other scoring includes freshman Hillary Carney/Newport
News-Menchville (3g, 2a, 8p),
sophomore
Mikaela
Bizer/Annandale-Annandale (3g,
la,
7p),
junior
Brandi
Barfieid/Sterling-Potomac Falls
(2g, la, 5p), local sophomore
Christine Clay/Amelia-Amelia
County (2g, la, 5p), freshman
Tiffany Rice/Virginia BeachKellam (lg, 3a, 5p), senior Tricia
Root/Gambrills,
Md.-Bishop
Ireton (Va.) (lg, 2a, 4p), junior
Gina
Powell/Bowie,
Md.Elizabeth Seton (2g, 4p), Lockley
(lg, 2a, 4p), sophomore Sarah
Mathis/Richmond-James River
(lg, la, 3p), freshman Melissa
Cary/Bristow-Brentsville
(2a,
2p),
and
senior
Mia
Capps/Virginia
BeachKempsville (la, lp). Naill (7-2-1)
has played all 920 minutes and
allowed only four goals for an
impressive 0.39 goals against
average with 29 saves for an .879

save percentage and the six
shutouts.
They extended the winning
streak to six-straight and eight of
nine overall last week with
shutout wins past regionallyranked #10 Barton (N.C.) 1-0
October 19 after an 8-0 road win
at Anderson (S.C.) October 16.
The Lancers are now 9-2-1
overall with the six consecutive
wins, a perfect 7-0 in the CVAC - ranked #8 in the most recent
NSCAA
Southeast
Region
Coaches Poll - and scheduled to
host conference member LeesMcRae (N.C) October 24.
Against Barton, Longwood
freshman
Hillary
Carney/Newport
NewsMenchville scored the only goal
of the match at 79:45 on a penalty-kick following a Bulldog foul
in the box. Sophomore keeper
Lindsay Naill/Alexandria-Bishop
Ireton had two saves while
recording her eighth shutout this
year.
The triumph enabled the
Lancers to avenge a pair of onegoal losses to Barton a year ago
when the Bulldogs won the con-

See WOMEN'S p. 10

Men's Soccer 6-1 in CVAC
Sports Information

Longwood University won both
of its conference matches last
week by shutouts, defeating
Barton (N.C) 1-0 October 19 at
home after a 2-0 road win at
Anderson (S.C.) October 16.
The Lancers are now 8-4-1
overall, 6-1 in the CVAC, and
scheduled to host conference
member Lees-McRae (N.C)
October 24.
Against Barton, Longwood
senior Mike Walsh/ManassasOsboum Park scored the only
goal of the match at 65:36, booting a free kick into the upper right
corner of the net over the BC
keeper after a Bulldog foul.
Freshman
keeper
Billy
Hawver/Virginia Beach-Kellam
made five saves while recording
his second-straight shutout for

the Lancers.
At Anderson, Longwood led 10 at the intermission en route to
the road triumph. The Lancers
received goals from Walsh and
sophomore
Stuart
Bertsch/Norfolk-Maury, while
junior Danny Ansell/AshburnBroad Run added an assist. Walsh
scored on a penalty-kick in the
second half.
Hawver made five saves while
recording his first collegiate
shutout. Through 13 matches,
Longwood is led in scoring by
Walsh with his five goals and four
assists for 14 points. Walsh is followed
by
freshman
Jim
Perkins/Jacksonville,
N.C.Jacksonville with six goals and one
assist for 13 points, junior Shawn
Spilman/Cincinnati, Ohio-Oak
See MEN'S p. 10

CVAC Soccer Players of tke Week

Lindsay Naill Billy Hawver
Congratulations to Lindsay Naill
of Longwood University, she has
been named the NCAA Division
II Carolinas-Virginia Athletics
Conference Women's Soccer
Player of the Week for the week
of October 14-20, 2002.
Naill led Longwood past
Anderson 8-0, and regionallyranked Barton 1-0 with her seventh and eighth shutouts this season.
The second-year keeper from
Alexandria, Va. has only allowed
four goals all year in the 12
matches for an impressive 0.33
goals against average to rank
ninth in Division II.
The Lancers have won sixstraight, and eight of nine overall
while improving to 9-2-1 overall,
7-0 in the CVAC.

Congratulations to Billy Hawver
of Longwood University, he has
been named the NCAA Division
II Carolinas-Virginia Athletics
Conference Men's Soccer Player
of the Week for the week of
October 14-20, 2002.
Hawver led Longwood to a pair
of shutout wins last week, yielding
no goals on the road at Anderson
(2-0) and then at home against
Barton (1-0).
The two shutouts were the first
two of the freshman Hawver's
collegiate career.
The keeper from Virginia
Beach, Va. has posted a 5-2 record
in front of the net with a 1.48
goals average over 729 minutes
with the two shutouts. The
Lancers are 8-4-1 overall, 6-1 in
the CVAC.

Sports
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ference title and advanced to the
NCAA Tournament. It was also
the first CVAC loss this year for
Barton, ranked #10 in the region.
At Anderson, Longwood led 50 at the intermission en route to
the convincing road triumph. The
scoring parade was led by junior
Phoebe Munson/Virginia BeachTallwood with two goals, followed
by
senior
Rigel
Lockett/Stafford-North Stafford,
sophomores
Christine
Clay/Amelia-Amelia County and
Sarah Mathis/Richmond-James
River, along with freshmen
Carney,
Tiffany
Gruschow/Roanoke-William
Byrd, and Tiffany Rice/Virginia
Beach-Kellam with a goal each.
Adding assists were sophomore
Laura Kilmartin/Virginia BeachOcean Lakes with two, along with
Gruschow,
juniors
Brandi

Barfield/Sterling-Potomac Falls
and Erin Kennedy/CrozetWestern Albemarle, and sophomore Mikaela Bizer/AnnandaleAnnandale with one each. Naill
had three saves while recording
her seventh shutout this year.
Through 12 matches, Longwood
continues to be led in scoring by
Gruschow with her 11 goals and
three assists for 25 points.
Gruschow is followed by Munson
with six goals and 6ve assists for
17 points, freshman Amanda
Guckian/Stafford-Brooke Point
with six goals and one assist for
13 points, and Carney with five
goals and two assists for 12
points. Other scoring includes
Bizer (3g, 2a, 8p), Clay (3g, la, 7p)
and Rice (2g, 3a, 7p), Barfield (2g,
2a, 6p), Mathis (2g, la, 5p), senior
Tncia Root/Gambrills, Md.Bishop Ireton (Va.) (lg, 2a, 4p),
junior Gina Powell/Bowie, Md.Elizabeth Seton (2g, 4p), and

freshman
April
Lockley/California,
Md.Leonardtown (lg, 2a, 4p), along
with Lockett (lg, 2p), Kilmartin
(2a, 2p), freshman Melissa
Cary/Bristow-Brentsville
(2a,
2p), senior Mia Capps/Virginia
Beach-Kempsville (la, lp), and
Kennedy (la, lp). Naill (9-2-1)
has played all 1100 minutes and
allowed only four goals all season
for an impressive 0.33 goals
against average with 34 saves for
an .895 save percentage and the
eight shutouts. The Lancers have
outscored their opponents 47-4
this season, including 40-0 during
the eight shutout victories.
Following the Lees-McRae contest, Longwood remains at home
on Lancer Field to host CVAC
rival Belmont Abbey (N.C.)
October 27 at 1 p.m.
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Women s Golf Ends Season
Ola Stokes
Sports Information Intern

Longwood completed its fall season by shooting a 54-hole team
score of 320-311-308-939 to tie
for sixth-place among 16 teams at
the
Lady
Pirate
Fall
Intercollegiate October 14-15 in
North Carolina.
NCAA Division I East
Carolina (N.C.) won the event
with 296-307-302-905 at the par71,
5,850-yard
Greenville
Country Club layout.
In North Carolina, Longwood
was led by sophomore Amanda
Diamond/Leesburg-Potomac
Falls (73-77-76-226), who tied for
eighth place among 84 golfers.
Diamond was followed by fresh-

man Stephanie Hicks/BumpassLouisa County (80-77-74-231,
T16th), sophomore Tiffany
Woodyer/North
Devon,
England-Millfield School (85-7778-240, T36th ), junior Mary
Millage/Ennismore,
Ontario,
Canada-St. Peter's Secondary (8280-80-242, T40th) and senior
Kacia Shwen/Cheyenne, Wyo.
(86-80-83-249, T55th).
Through the four fall tournaments, Hicks led the Lancers with
an average of 77.00, followed by
Woodyer 78.10 (10), Diamond
78.30 (10), Millage 79.50 (10),
Shwen 81.13 (8), and sophomore
Tucker
McCarthy/RichmondDouglas S. Freeman (89.60 (5).
Longwood averaged 312.50 as a
team during the fall campaign.

Field Hockey Team D*-*T
Ola Stokes
Sports Information Intern

Longwood was disappointed after
losing a home match to nationally-ranked #2 Lock Haven 3-2
October 20 to complete its home
portion of the schedule.
The Lancers are now 5-7 and
scheduled
to
travel
to
Pennsylvania October 25 to go
against Philadelphia University.
Against Lock Haven, freshmen
midfielders Julie Price/StaffordNorth Stafford and Alexis
Ramey/Westminster,
Calif.Marina scored goals for the
Lancers.
Sophomore defender Rashel
Teach/Virginia
Beach-Ocean
Lakes had a defensive save, while
sophomore
keeper
Julie
Patterson/Esmont-Monticello
had 23 saves for Longwood.
Through
12
matches,
Longwood is led in scoring by
sophomore midfielder Lorrie
Watts/Frederkksburg-Stafford
(8g, 6a, 22p), Ramey (5g, 2a, 12p),

freshman
forward
Kelly
Gaines/Fairfax-Woodson (6g,
12p), Price (2g, 4a. 8p), freshman
midfielder
Sarah
Hitchings/Virginia
BeachKempsville (3g, la, 7p), freshman
midfielder Echo Naugle/Virginia
Beach-Princess Anne (2g, 4p),
junior
forward
Erin
Sixsmith/ Alexandria- West
Potomac (lg, la. 3p), senior forward
Sarah
Grossi/BurkeRobinson Secondary (lg, 2p),
Teach (lg, 2p), and freshman
midfielder Marina Sizow/Virginia
Beach-Kempsville (2a, 2p).
Teach leads the Lancers with
her four defensive saves, followed
by freshman defender Chelsea
Weber/Gloucester-Gloucester
(3), Sizow (1), senior defender
Kay Dee Lemn/Virginia BeachKempsville (1), junior midfielder
Andrea
Wilkinson/ChantillyChantilly (1), sophomore defender Melissa Barrett/StaffordNorth Stafford (1), and freshman
defender
Laura
Wist/Charlottesville/The

Covenant School (1).
Patterson has played 747:01
with a 3.01 goals against average
and has made 98 saves for a .797
save percentage. Freshman keeper Lisette Kocka/Huntington
Beach, Calif-Marina has played
80:00 with a 2.25 goals against
average and has made seven saves
for a .778 save percentage.
Following
the
Philadelphia
match, Longwood will compete
at East Stroudsburg (Pa.) on
October 26.

To Lead is To Serve
Princeps Recognizes:
Dave Levy, Ellery Sedgwick, Andy Freundt, Mike Smith, Amir
Abbassy, Jenn Meunier, Mali Tyson, Emily Thomas, Matt Beagle,
and Meredith Carr
For their leadership and in appreciation for representing Princeps in the Oktoberfest parade

Longwood's basketball season opened October 16, with the
annual Midnight Madness in Lancer Gym at 10:30 p.m.
Students gathered to watch the teams play and compete for
prizes. The Blue Heat was one of the first acts to perform.

MEN'S cont'd p. 9
Hills with four goals and four
assists for 12 points, and junior
Mark
Connelly/WarrentonFauquier (4g, 2a) has contributed
10 points. Other scoring includes
Bertsch (4fr %). s"^©1 Sc<m
Spilman/Cincinnati, Ohio-Oak
Hflfe (3a, 3p), AnseD (2a, 2p),
freshmen Zach Gibson/Virginia
Beach-Kellam (lg, 2p), Dmitri
Isakovski/Norfolk-Maury (lg,
2p), and Matt Walent/ManassasOsbourn Park (lg, 2p), along with
senior Marcus Stanley /Virginia
Beach-Norfolk Academy (la, lp)
and
freshman
Joey

Harris/Norfolk-Maury (la, lp).
Hawver (5-2-0) has played 729
minutes and allowed 12 goals for
a 1.48 goals against average with
45 saves for a .789 save percentage.
Senior keeper John
Kennedy/Norfolk-Catholic (2-11) has played 470 minutes and
allowed nine goals for a 1.72
goals against average with 31
saves for a .775 save percentage.
Following the Lees-McRae contest, Longwood remains at home
on Lancer Field to host CVAC
rival Belmont Abbey (N.C) at 2

pm.
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Meet Yovir Longwood Lancers
Kristina Loerch
Staff Writer

Kristina Loerch
Staff Writer
Name: Kacia Shwen
Hometown: Cheyenne, Wyoming
Sport: golf
Year: Senior
Major/Minor: Therapeutic Recreation
Organizations
Involved
In:
Therapeutic Recreation OrganizationVice President.
Other Sports Interested In: Soccer,
Running
Favorite Movies: A River Runs Through
It
Favorite TV Shows: ER
Favorite Band/Music Performer:
Left Over Salmon- Phil Lesh and
Friends
What do you like to do in your free
time: Spend time in the outdoors- fly
fishing, camping hiking....
Someone who has been a role model
to you: I have always looked up to my
parents all my life. Since I have been in
college, Dr. Koesler has inspired me in
many ways concerning the outdoors
and the educational values of it. Which
has in turn affected my personal values

Name: Dean Hall
Nicknames: Dr. Phil
Hometown: Mineral, VA
Sport: Wrestling Team (Club)
Position: 157 Weight Class
Year: Senior
Major: Political Science
Organizations involved in:
Wrestling Team
Other Sports interested in: All
sports
Favorite movie: Braveheart
Favorite TV Show: MTV's
FEAR
Favorite Band: Goo Goo Dolls time: Play with my kids, and be
for my betterment.
A favorite inspirational quote: What I like to do in my free with family and other loved ones.
Someone who has been a role
Reach for the stars but look beyond
model to me: My little brother
them
Favorite inspirational quote:
Favorite Sports Moment: This last
Never quit. When you quit, you fail.
tournament that we played two weeks
Favorite
sports
moment:
ago at Radford University was a great
Upsetting
Aaron
Kleinman
to win
experience for me as a player and for
my
1st
state
tide.
He
was
152-0
in 3
us as a team. We overcame great
years
of
competing
until
that
day.
boundaries and really showed who we
Next Game: November 15-16 at
truly are.
UNC Pembroke Classic
■—■

after this, the corporate ladder
will be a piece of

|CcEI l\© J«
In Army ROTC, you'll get to do stuff that'll challenge you, both physically and mentally. In the
process, you'll develop skills you can use in your career, like thinking on your feet, making smart
decisions, taking charge. Talk to your Army ROTC representative. You'll find there's nothing like
a little climbing tbjhelp prepare you for getting to the top.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Contact the ROTC department at 395-2134.
—

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
at Longwood University
Every Tuesday at 7pm in the "B" & "C"
room of Lankford.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is charged with
music, given to humor, and deals with everything
from relationships to the nature of truth.
Visit us on the web at

www.longwoodchialpha.com

